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Once again what looked to be a rainy day turned out to be a great day to shoot! The lighting on an
overcast day is even. Arkansas Drifter had stages written which were both interesting and fast. Clean
stages and clean matches are getting to be the rule here it seems and we had four clean matches this
month, even with two flying birds included. Congratulations to Mustang Moore, Wild Big Bill, Short
Tree, and Ozark Outlaw for clean matches. Other clean stages were shot by Tombstone Shadow, William
Money, 5; The Stump Man, Arkansas Drifter, 4 ; Red River Ralph, Wyoming Rattler, Wind Slinger, 1;
Welcome to Wind Slinger AKA Dewey Spencer, our newest member, a new shooter who shot his first
full match Saturday.
2010 is in the book and category winners at Outlaw Camp have been determined. Winners are
determined by your best six regular matches shot here during the course of the year. Awards will be
given out February 12th at a brunch, courtesy of Outlaw Camp, at 9:45. Ozark Outlaw and Ozark Red
disqualify themselves for awards every year.
Congratulations to the following: Frontier Cartridge Duelist-Tombstone Shadow. Frontier CartridgeMoondance Kid. Cowboy 1st-Lead Bane, 2nd Missouri Ruffian. Elder Statesman 1st-Arkansas Drifter, 2ndStrongbox, 3rd-Short Tree. Gunfighter-Red River Ralph, Duelist-Wild Big Bill, Senior-Sundown Duke.
Silver Senior 1st-Mo Brian, 2nd-Lefty Ed. Golden Statesman-Mustang Moore, Senior Duelist -Flint
Greasewood, Lady 49r-High Card Kay.
For 2011 we will continue our regular shooting schedule, shooting the second and fifth Saturdays each
month. Fifth Saturday shoots will continue to be “Fun Day Shoots” where we can just relax and perhaps
shoot another category, try a new shooting style, shoot some team matches etc.
Dues for 2011 are due and payable. $25.00 saves you $5 each time you shoot here and we appreciate
your support.
Don’t forget January has a fifth Saturday!
Results of voting at the TG convention summarized are:
Item one. Should we eliminate the 10-second minor safety penalty for overloading a rifle? Failed.
Item two. Should we change the rule regarding empties left on the carrier or in the chamber of a long
gun? Failed.
Item three. Should we create a new sanctioned shooting category “Frontier Cartridge Gunfighter”.
Failed.
Item four. The Burgess rifle is a SASS legal firearm. It was patented in 1882. Should the rifle regulations
for B-Western be changed as follows to allow the earliest rifle to be from 1880 instead of the present
1884. Passed
Actually items number one and three had more votes for passage than against but did not make the
required 2/3 majority.
By the way we have changed the score sheet to reflect only the time scoring. Under Final Results you
see OTF or Overall Time Finish (which is how you finished overall), Final Time (your total time to shoot
the match), and CTF or Category Time Finish (how you finished in your category).
Ozark Red and I want to wish you and yours all a very happy holiday season. If you are out on the road
be safe! We are looking forward to seeing you all next year. Remember to……….

KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE!

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest
Dec. 25 Sun.
Jan. 1 Sat.
Jan. 1 Sat.
Jan. 2 Sun.
Jan. 8 Sat.
Jan. 23 Sun.
Jan. 29 Sat.
Feb. 5 Sat.
Feb. 6 Sun.
Feb. 12 Sat.
Feb. 14 Mon.
Feb. 27 Sun.

Christmas Day
New Years Day
Shoot “MVV” shooter meeting 9:45 shoot 10:00
Shoot “MVV” shoot 9:00
Shoot “Outlaw Camp”” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Shoot “True Grit” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
“Fun Fifth Saturday” ‘Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg. 9:45 Shoot 10:00
Shoot “MVV”
Shoot “MVV”
Shoot “Outlaw Camp”, 9:45 am Brunch and awards for 2010, shoot to follow
Valentines Day
Shoot “True Grit”

